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The third field is the architectural and planning

method of action or working). In other words,

discourse itself, as it re-examines its goals and

Architectural Radical Practice is an action-oriented

opportunities. This self-reflective debate addresses

framework that fosters innovation and addresses the

the interdisciplinary nature of a discourse which,

built environment as a socio-political and cultural
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social, architectural-cultural events1 denoting the

It is possible identify at least three fields of

in influencing architectural practice. The problem

revival of architecture and planning discourse in

debate. One is the eternal tension between the

is that the critic’s intellectual framework is located

The will to power is discussed in Nietzsche’s

Israel, oblige us to ask ourselves whether there has

professional and the critic. This debate revolved

beyond the boundaries of the discipline, which is

writings, in which living things are not merely driven

been a radical shift in the thought and methodology

around what the critics now call the post-critical era,

comfortable, safe, sometimes fashionable, and

by the need to survive, but by a stronger need to

of the discipline. Is this a fashionable embrace of a

a pragmatic approach that emphasizes materiality,

easily adopted by professionals without challenging

wield and use power, to grow and expand their

political discourse or a real debate about the values

technology and architecture as spectacle. Post-

their practice. The Israeli case is an example of

influence and, possibly, to subsume other “wills”

of our society? I address these issues in the Israeli-

critical practices celebrate the global economy

this, in that any professional or researcher can

in the process.15 For Nietzsche the will to power

Palestinian context, of societies of immigrants

and mass tourism, and avoid political agendas

easily identify with it - it is enough to be against

also means the human redefinition of an event as

and refugees embroiled in a bloody conflict over a

and engagement with cultural differences.8 This

conservation, against the Israeli separation wall,

his/her own truth. What we define as 'barbarous' is

disputed environment. This context gives rise to

approach, (that is anchored in the architectural

against one’s own identity. Ultimately, this discourse

essentially a set of direct and crude strategies for

extreme situations which spell out critical, moral

schools of America, and the influential works of

changes neither one’s position or perception about

restoring the feeling of power by demonstrating

and humanist questions that, in turn, present the

Bernard Tschumi, Peter Eisenman, Rem Koolhaas,

architecture and planning, nor give rise to significant
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is often elusive,

change. It reverts to what I call critical-passive

a set of institutions and strategies for achieving the

in all its helplessness and bareness. However,

since it tends to use a language of multiplicities,

discourse – a discourse that does not really succeed

same feeling in a sublimated or less direct fashion.

this condition is not exclusive to Israel,3 and it

differences and flexibility, while at the same time

in creating any active change in thinking or acting

The most important strategies have involved

would be helpful to understand it in the context

avoiding critical assessment of the production

methodologies.

directing the will to power back against the self.

of contemporary Architectural Culture,4 and the

contexts in which they operate. For better or for

These debates and the contemporary condition

Such internalization is responsible for all the ethical

relationship between Critical Discourse and Radical

worse, argues Mark Dorian, in post-critical practice,

of both practice and critical theory, leads us to

achievements of humanity, all the ways in which

Practice. In this editorial three primary questions

the rhetoric of crisis that characterized the discourse

other questions: why has architectural discourse

human beings have changed and perfected their

are discussed: (1) what is radical practice? (2) What

of the 60s and 70s, has almost disappeared.10

dissociated itself from utopian discourse? How is it

original nature by adopting a new and improved

A second subject of debate, mainly in the

possible that the utopian message has vanished in

nature.16 In this context, radical practice becomes an

Does radical practice exist in Israel?

planning discourse, tackles the tension between

this most urbanized epoch, when urban demography

active force that aims at suggesting new and better

Critical Discourse, Radical Practice

planning from below and institutional planning.

has doubled and tripled worldwide? How can we

interpretations of the state of being.

Radical discourse in architecture has traditionally

Strategies of planning from below, argues Bish

validate distancing ourselves from the universal

The will to criticize, the second parameter,

been identified with the avant-garde,5 which aroused

Sanyal, have an inadvertent side effect, i.e. lack

at a time of contestation over urban resources and

relates to the need for a judicial framework to the

much debate in the ‘seventies. One of the prominent

of attention to public- sector planning and to

territories? This contemporary urban reality and the

existing order: awareness of the implications of

voices was that of Manfredo Tafuri6 who attacked the

institutional mechanisms that are essential in any

separation and sometimes hostility between critics

the above-mentioned active force. Radical practice

postmodern avant-garde agenda as lacking in social

social development and change.11 Furthermore,

(theoreticians) and operators (professionals)14 oblige

within a socio-political context uses criticism

vision and not tackling architecture’s ideologies and

these trends have shifted professional focus from the

us to re-address the definitions of radical practice

for deconstruction (rather than negation), and

political implications. Thus, and despite the frequent

object itself, i.e. the city, to action-oriented methods

and its possible contribution today.
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such as

and avant-garde were virtual antonyms.7 This was not
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The will to reform, the third parameter, is

a product of the will to power and an outcome of

offering no alternatives or counter-plans, and

palestinians. Utopian considerations may help us

criticism. It is endemic to the human need to reform,

Repression of the utopian discourse is partly a

as such they were merely items in the capitalist

to understand not merely where we came from but

to renew, restore, re-establish. Radical practice

consequence of 20 century assessments of Utopia

production of magazines, galleries and newspapers.

also where we are going.

must propose reformative actions, invited by some

in terms of either success or failure. This, in addition

and imposed on others. As Jacques Derrida reminds

to critical discourse on knowledge, power and

(3) Is there a radical practice in Israel?

***

us,17 the promise for change is the only thing that

truth21, has resulted in an acute separation between

Is there a practice that touches on the fundamental

This issue of “Block” addresses the utopian as a

cannot be deconstructed. The power relations

the lived experience and the imagined utopian

values of our society that can initiate new reforms

concept comprising human multiplicity and social

between groups influence both reformative actions

space, accentuating what Bernard Tschumi called

or propose alternatives? According to the suggested

institutions without denying their identities. It does

and their outcomes. That is to say, the will to reform

‘the architectural

definitions, the answer must be negative. Critical

not present a unified agenda but rather a set of

implies change that is not fully defined or predicted,

reconcile its role of addressing the needs of everyday

architectural debate, influenced by discourses

contradictory voices, and is composed of three

but is a social framework in which new conventions

life with that of an abstract concept, disregarding

in sociology and geography, is part of the local

interrelated layers: utopian drawings (generators),

and precedents can accelerate new ways of altering

the existing reality and attempting to create an

scene. Why is this discourse not translated into

utopian intentions (interventions) and utopian

matters.

debate (discourse).
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alternative. This paradox is extremely evident in

action? Further to the above (i.e. the implications

essential,

contemporary Israeli architectural discourse, which

of abandoning utopianism), the problem of Israeli

interconnected and inseparable, even though radical

is currently polarized so that one group is committed

architectural critical discourse is the contrast in the

***

practice may also address other parameters. The

to social change but ignores questions of form and

situation of the Palestinians and of the Israelis, the

An earlier version of this paper was presented at the

context of radical practice is not merely space but also

material; while the other group is committed to

basis for all discussions. These binary oppositions,

symposium Between Hegemony and Radical Practice:

the concrete urban environment embedded in the

technology, computation and morphology but avoids

(occupier and occupied, guilty and just) in the

complex relationship between capital and the state.

social issues. This extreme polarization has created

everyday political reality, do not offer opportunities
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embedded in the utopian. What does utopia mean to

Reviving the utopian debate does not mean

of spatial form. Lack of new spatial patterns is

society today? Is it at all significant? If the answer

returning to spatial form as a tool for social change. It

atrophying the logic of our profession, without

is negative, argues Fredric Jameson, it is due to the

is a method of thinking and searching for alternatives

them we operate ad hoc, ruled by both market

polarity between the two worlds of contemporary

to the free market. As Harvey puts it, without the

and nationalist forces. How can we shift from a

global order: the world of poverty, unemployment,

utopian vision, capitalism produces landscapes

language of contrasts to a critical language that

violence and death, in which the idea of utopia seems

appropriate to its own dynamics, which are destroyed

avoids comparisons? The only way is to suggest

irrelevant and frivolous; and the world of wealth

and rebuilt over and over

This is particularly

alternative methods that will be critical but at the

and commercialization, in which these ideas seem

vital in contested zones, where perceiving political

same time constructive. Against the critical-passive

outdated and

boring.19

again.23

23 David Harvey, Spaces of Hope, (California: University of

.

California Press, 2000)

However, utopia is more

conflicts at national level, disconnected from local

discourse we must enhance the critical-active

than an idealized vision. It is a method of thinking

socio-spatial implications, all too often increases

discourse. Thus, along with acknowledgment of

through, of imaginatively challenging divisions and

the capitalistic reality. An example of this could be

the destruction caused by occupation, the violence

conventions, a place where we can address many

seen in the discussions, exhibitions, and protests

and death, the mission of the professionals and the

It is also an

concerning the construction of the separation wall

critics must be to look through a multicultural lens

intellectual sphere that allows us to move from

between Israel and Palestine.24 These events were

and initiate mutual socio-spatial patterns of humane

mere journalistic (i.e. documentary) episodes,

and just environments for both peoples, Israelis and

19 Frederick Jameson, “The Politics of Utopia”, New Left Review
25 (2004), pp. 35–54.

of our daily struggles for

20 John Friedman, “The Good City: in Defense of Utopian

existence.20

Thinking”, International Journal of Urban and Regional Research,

mapping and organizing cities to inventing new

Vol. 24/2 (2000), pp. 460–472
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